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About This Content

Experience the power of the FRISCO GP50 with custom cab!

Features of the EMD GP50 - FRISCO include:

Custom Cab

Fan Animation

Night Lighting

Truck Sounds

Beacon Light

NOTE: To use this locomotive once installed you can find the locomotive under the Trainz Tab when searching for "EMD" in
surveyor.
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Title: TANE DLC - EMD GP50 - FRISCO
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
N3V Games
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2017
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ok so, theres a huge amount of bad reviews for this game, tons of people talking about how horrible it is. for this reason, i
havent even attempted to play it until tonight. and im glad i did. the game is EXTREMELY addictive. the storyline is pretty well
written. my only complaints are, there is no ambient music or basic soundtrack throughout the game. and it also too easy. if
those two things were remedied i would give the game a 10/10... as it stands, id say about 7/10. not bad at all, ignore the bad
reviews if youre a fan of platformer shooters.. Really good game but it's currently being kept "alive" by mods and the discrod
community, devs aren't updating the game at all, there hasn't been an update that improved the game itself for about three
months now, and there hasn't been a single major update yet.. Good game, but the maps are kinda boring because they don't
seem to change that much as you level up.. i purchased this packand it do not work. i love this game :P. pretty decent little game;
the only thing i dislike about it, is that the resolution is odd,
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I didn't want to pay the price for the game considering there are a few free to play pixel coloring games on Steam for free
but.....I am not regretting my decision now. LOTS to do and hopefully more to follow in future updates. Good job Online
OciGroup SL!. Pretty cool! Great experience for a free game.. This is a fast paced game which will test your reflexes with the
randomly generated tracks. It gives that feeling of speed and control at once. It is a simple arcade style game with two goals,
acquire the best time and best speed of all players. Even in early access I find this a fun game to pick up to play when I have a
few minutes of extra time here and there, just because of how quick it is to start up and get into game. A con of the game right
now is a lack of features, and optimization could use some touching up, especially with track generation at high speeds, since
even less than a second of loading lag can kill you instantly. Though for now I'll give the team the benefit of the doubt and wait
for these things to be fixed as they proceed through early access and into final release.. When you open the game, a Unity
launcher pops up, which you can't see if you're launching through SteamVR Home.
So I thought it was bugged, pressed home and played another game instead. The window was open the entire time, and before I
knew it I've "played" the game for over 2 hours and so unable to refund it if I don't like it.. The Dungeoning is pixely. It is
brutal. There doesn't appear to be any after death progression like in Rogue Legacy, however this game doesn't really need a
feature like that.

The nostalgia is definitely there. The gameplay too. Played this on a 360 with the fancy dpad, works very well.
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